
Week of: 4/4/22

ELA

Fundations
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Lesson/Truths
Taught

1. Closed-syllable concept with short vowels
2. Closed syllable vs. open syllable
3. Vowel team sounds for ai, ay, ee, ea, ey, oi, oy
4. Narrative fiction vs. informational books
5. Rreading with accuracy and prosody

Questions Asked/
Method

1. Drill
sounds/Warm-up

2. Storytime
3. Word of the day
4. Find letters and

words

1. Drill
Sounds/Warm-Up

2. Word Play
3. Teach trick words-

reading
4. Teach trick words-

spelling

1. Drill
sounds/Warm-up

2. Make it fun!
3. Word of the day
4. Dictation

(Composition
Book)

1. Drill
sounds/Warm-up

2. Word Talk
3. Find Letters and

Words

1. Drill
Sounds/Warm-Up

2. Storytime
3. 5-Day Check-Up

Teacher
Materials

1. Echo and baby
Echo

2. Large Sound
Cards

3. Standard Sound
Cards

4. Word off the day
flashcards

5. Chart paper

1. Echo and baby
Echo

2. Large Sound Cards
3. Standard Sound

Cards
4. Trick word

flashcards

1. Echo and baby
Echo

2. Large Sound
Cards

3. Standard Sound
Cards

4. Large Dictation
Grid

5. Word of the day
cards

1. Echo and baby
Echo

2. Large Sound
Cards

3. Standard Sound
Cards

4. Trick word
flashcards

5. Suffix frames
6. Sentence frames

1. Echo and baby
Echo

2. Large Sound
Cards

3. Standard Sound
Cards



7. Large Dictation
Grid

8. Word of the Day
Cards

Student Materials 1. Student
Notebook

2. Student
Composition
book

3. Letter Board and
tiles

1. Student Notebook
2. Dry Erase Tablets

1. Student
Notebook

2. Composition
Book

1. Student
Notebook

2. Student
Composition
book

1. Student
Composition
Book

Assessment Observation Observation Observation Observation Observation

Homework/
Notes

Dictation Dictation Dictation Dictation No Homework

NWEA Skill Area
Alphabetic Concepts

Identifies a missing letter in a given alphabetic sequence

Alphabetizes words beginning with different letters

Understands the difference between uppercase letters and lowercase letters

Book Concepts

Identifies where to start reading on a page of a book

Sentence and Word Concepts

Identifies the number of words in a sentence

Identifies symbols as letters



Math
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

TEKS Geometry and
Measurement—1.6.C
Create
two-dimensional
figures, including
circles, triangles,
rectangles, and
squares, as special
rectangles,
rhombuses, and
hexagons 1.6.F
Compose
two-dimensional
shapes by joining
two, three, or four
figures to produce a
target shape in more
than one way if
possible

Geometry and
Measurement—1.6.E
Identify
three-dimensional
solids, including
spheres, cones,
cylinders,
rectangular prisms
(including cubes),
and triangular
prisms, and describe
their attributes using
formal geometric
language

Geometry and
Measurement—1.6.
B Distinguish
between attributes
that define a
two-dimensional or
three-dimensional
figure and
attributes that do
not define the
shape 1.6.E Identify
three-dimensional
solids, including
spheres, cones,
cylinders,
rectangular prisms
(including cubes),
and triangular
prisms, and
describe their
attributes using

Geometry and
Measurement—1.6.
B Distinguish
between attributes
that define a
two-dimensional or
three-dimensional
figure and attributes
that do not define
the shape 1.6.E
Identify
three-dimensional
solids, including
spheres, cones,
cylinders,
rectangular prisms
(including cubes),
and triangular
prisms, and describe
their attributes using

Geometry and
Measurement—1.6.
B Distinguish
between attributes
that define a
two-dimensional or
three-dimensional
figure and attributes
that do not define
the shape 1.6.E
Identify
three-dimensional
solids, including
spheres, cones,
cylinders,
rectangular prisms
(including cubes),
and triangular
prisms, and describe
their attributes using



formal geometric
language

formal geometric
language

formal geometric
language

Lesson/Truths
Taught

How can acting it out
help you make new
shapes from
combined shapes?

What
two-dimensional
shapes do you see
on the flat surfaces
of three-dimensional
solids?

How can you
identify and
describe spheres,
cones, and
cylinders?

How can you
identify and
describe rectangular
prisms, cubes, and
triangular prisms?

How can making a
model help you
identify and
describe attributes
of
three-dimensional
solids?

Questions
Asked/
Method

Invite children to tell
you what they know
about combining
shapes. Why could
you not combine a
circle with another
shape to make a
rectangle? (Possible
answer: a rectangle
has only straight
sides. I can only
combine shapes with
straight sides to
make a rectangle.)

Invite children to tell
what they know
about
three-dimensional
shapes. Have
children name and
describe the solids
they are familiar
with.

Invite children to
tell what they know
about
three-dimensional
shapes. Distribute
solid shapes to the
class. Have each
child in turn hold up
his or her figure and
describe it. Which
two-dimensional
shapes do you see
on the sides of your
shape? (Answers
will vary.)

Invite children to tell
you what they know
about the faces of
three-dimensional
solids. What are the
different
two-dimensional
shapes that can
make up the faces of
threedimensional
solids? (Possible
answer: squares,
rectangles, circles,
and triangles)

Invite children to tell
you what they know
about
three-dimensional
solids. Hold up
models of
three-dimensional
solids, one at a time.
What is the name of
the solids? (Answers
will vary.) What are
the shapes of the
faces on the
three-dimensional
solids? (Answers will
vary.)

Teacher
Materials

Go Math teacher
edition

Go Math teacher
edition

Go Math teacher
edition

Go Math teacher
edition

Go Math teacher
edition

Student
Materials

Go Math student
edition

Go Math student
edition

Go Math student
edition

Go Math student
edition

Go Math student
edition

Assessment Observation Observation Observation Observation Observation



Homework/
Notes

14.5 15.1 15.2 15.3 15.4

NWEA Skill Area Whole Numbers: Compare/Order
Compares sets of objects using the term "fewest"
Compares sets of objects using the term "less"
Compares numbers using the phrase "greater than"
Compares numbers using the term "smallest"
Orders sets of objects from least to greatest
Compares numbers using the term "largest"
Identifies numbers that are between two given numbers, within 10
Compares sets of objects using the term "same"

Religion
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Lesson/Truths
Taught

1. The different forms of prayer come from the traditions of the
Church, Scripture, and the Holy Spirit

2. The five forms, or types of prayer are blessing and adoration,
praise, petition, intercession, and thanksgiving.

1. Identify ways God
provides for us
through His
creation.

2. Express
appreciation and
wonder for how
God provides for
us through his
creation.



Questions Asked/
Method

1. Begin with prayer
2. Mini lecture

about choices
3. Read story about

Amy and Andrew
and ask: How can
we be like Amy?
How was Andrew
like Jesus? What
can we learn from
Amy? How can
we be like
Andrew?

4. Forgiveness (page
176)

1. Begin with prayer
2. What is Prayer?

Four Square
(page 154)

3. Mini-lecture
about prayer

4. Prayer in Praise of
God, by St.
Francis of Assisi
(page 155)

5. Adoration of God
Graphic Organizer
(page 157)

1. Begin with
prayer

2. Jacob
Wrestles an
Angel (page
160). Ask:
How does
the artwork
illustrate the
story of
Jacob? Why
do you think
Jacob and
the angel
wrestled?

3. Needs vs.
Wants sort

1. What are
some of
God’s
creations
that we see
in the story?

2. God created
cows, sheep,
and chickens
for us as a
way to take
care of our
needs. What
do cows,
sheep, and
chickens givE
us?

Teacher
Materials

Spirit of Truth
teacher guide

Spirit of Truth
teacher guide

Spirit of Truth
teacher guide

REVEALED, God’s
Plan for the
Human Person
Teacher Guide

Bible
The Animal Hedge
by Paul Fleischman

Digital Download
of REVEALED
activity pages:
https://www.ruah
woodspress.com/
wp-content/uploa

https://www.ruahwoodspress.com/wp-content/uploads/WONDERFUL-WAYS-GOD-PROVIDES-FOR-OUR-NEEDS-PAGE-19.pdf
https://www.ruahwoodspress.com/wp-content/uploads/WONDERFUL-WAYS-GOD-PROVIDES-FOR-OUR-NEEDS-PAGE-19.pdf
https://www.ruahwoodspress.com/wp-content/uploads/WONDERFUL-WAYS-GOD-PROVIDES-FOR-OUR-NEEDS-PAGE-19.pdf


ds/WONDERFUL-
WAYS-GOD-PROVI
DES-FOR-OUR-NEE
DS-PAGE-19.pdf

Student Materials Spirit of Truth
student edition

Spirit of Truth
student edition

Spirit of Truth
student edition

Pencils
Wonderful Ways
God Provides for
Our Needs
worksheet

Assessment Students draw
themselves in
Heaven with Jesus

Traditional stations
of the cross (page
377)

Forgiveness (page
176)

Wonderful Ways
God Provides for
Our Needs
worksheet

Homework/
Notes

History

Story of Civilization
Monday (no class) Tuesday Wednesday (no

class)
Thursday Friday

Monday (no class)

https://www.ruahwoodspress.com/wp-content/uploads/WONDERFUL-WAYS-GOD-PROVIDES-FOR-OUR-NEEDS-PAGE-19.pdf
https://www.ruahwoodspress.com/wp-content/uploads/WONDERFUL-WAYS-GOD-PROVIDES-FOR-OUR-NEEDS-PAGE-19.pdf
https://www.ruahwoodspress.com/wp-content/uploads/WONDERFUL-WAYS-GOD-PROVIDES-FOR-OUR-NEEDS-PAGE-19.pdf
https://www.ruahwoodspress.com/wp-content/uploads/WONDERFUL-WAYS-GOD-PROVIDES-FOR-OUR-NEEDS-PAGE-19.pdf


Lesson/Truths
Taught

Lovers of Wisdom: Greek Fables, Great Debates, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle

Questions Asked/
Method

1. What is a fable?
2. What does philosopher mean?
3. Who are Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle?

Teacher
Materials

The Story of Civilization
Audible

Student Materials Listening ears

Assessment Discussion

Science
Monday Tuesday (no class) Wednesday Thursday (no class) Friday

TEKS TEKS.b.2.A, TEKS.b.2.B, TEKS.b.2.C, TEKS.b.2.D, TEKS.b.2.E, TEKS.b.3.A, TEKS.b.3.B, TEKS.b.3.C, TEKS.b.9.A,
TEKS.b.9.B



Lesson/Truths
Taught

1. Ask questions about organisms, objects, and events observed in the natural world.

2. Plan and conduct simple descriptive investigations such as ways objects move.

3. Collect data and make observations using simple equipment such as hand lenses, primary
balances, and non-standard measurement tools.

4. Record and organize data using pictures, numbers, and words.

5. Communicate observations and provide reasons for explanations using student-generated data
from simple descriptive investigations.

6. Identify and explain a problem such as finding a home for a classroom pet and propose a
solution in his/her own words.

7. Make predictions based on observable patterns.

8. Describe what scientists do.

9. Sort and classify living and nonliving things based upon whether or not they have basic needs
and produce offspring,

10.Analyze and record examples of interdependence found in various situations such as terrariums
and aquariums or pet and caregiver.

Questions Asked/
Method

How will the young animal change as it grows? Will it look very similar to its parent or will it look very different?

What does “grow” mean? What does “young” mean?

How do you grow? How have you changed? What did you need to grow?

Do all plants and animals reach a stage where they stop growing? Do people?

As a class, have students enter the vocabulary words “grow” and “young” in their Science Notebooks.
Teacher
Materials

Science Packet Big Edition

potatoes



cups

toothpicks

water

tape

rulers

Student Materials Week 5 Living Things Grow packet

Assessment
https://cdn.studiesweekly.com/online/resources/panels_media/assessment%20wk%205001.pdf

Homework/
Notes

none

https://cdn.studiesweekly.com/online/resources/panels_media/assessment%20wk%205001.pdf

